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classifiable sentences include, for example, the (conjunction of the) axioms for rank 1 torsion-free abelian groups, locally finite trees, fields, etc. ?1. Preliminaries. (A) We will use standard terminology and notation from descriptive set theory; see, e.g., [Mo] and [Ke] . In particular, Xf denotes the Baire space cot, where co = {0, 1, 2, 3,.. }. By a standard Borel space we mean a Polish space with its associated u-algebra of Borel sets; see [Ke] . For any Polish space X, Y (X) denotes the Effros (standard) Borel space of the closed subsets of X with the u-algebra generated by the sets of the form {F E Y(X) : F n U it 0} for U C X open; see again [Ke] .
As usual, the Souslin operation d is defined by QsP,= uO,,x nnc ,PoIn for any family { P, }s,< of subsets of a set X. The smallest u-algebra of subsets of a standard Borel space X which contains the Borel sets and is closed under the operation v is called the class of C-sets in X. A function measurable with respect to this a-algebra is called C-measurable. (B) Let E, F be equivalence relations on sets X, Y, respectively. A reduction of E to F is a map f: X -) Y such that xEy X f (x)F f (y). It is an embedding if it is also one-to-one. If such a reduction exists which belongs to some class of functions F, then we write E <? F, and in case of an embedding E Lri F. We use the subscript "c" in the case when F consists of the class of continuous functions on Polish spaces.
We will often use the following result from [HKL] : Denote by E0 the following equivalence relation on the Cantor space 2W: xEoy X 3nVm > n(x(m) = y(m)) Call a Borel equivalence relation E on a standard Borel space X smooth if it admits a countable separating family, i.e., a sequence (An) of Borel sets such that xEy X Vn(x E An A> y E An). Equivalently, this means that E <,A, A(2w), where A(S) denotes the equality relation on any set S. Finally, given a L equivalence relation E on a standard Borel space X, a probability Borel measure yu on X is E-ergodic if ju(A) = 0 or 1 for any Borel E-invariant set A and E-nonatomic if
Yu([x]E) = 0 for any E-equivalence class [X]E, X E X. We now have THEOREM ([HKL]). Let E be a Borel equivalence relation on a Polish space X. Then exactly one of the following holds:
(I) X is smooth. (II) E0 Zc X. Moreover, (II) is equivalent to (II)' There exists an E-ergodic, nonatomic probability Borel measure on X.
Finally, this result holds effectively, i.e., if E is Al (x) say on the space X = A, then either (I) E admits a Al (x) separatingfamily (An) (or equivalently FEA(x) < A(2w)), or (II) Eo Ec X.
(C) Now let G be a group, X a set and (g, x) X-* g * x an action of G on X. We denote by EG the corresponding orbit equivalence relation: xEGY X 3g E G (g * x = y). If G is a Polish group and X a standard Borel space, we say that the action is Borel if (g, x) E G x X 0-4 g * x E X is a Borel function.
If X is a Polish space and this function is continuous, we say that the action is continuous. For Borel actions, EG is analytic but in general non-Borel, but each orbit G * x = {g * x: g E G} is Borel (see [Mi] ).
Given a countable language L = {Rj}jE1 U {ff}ijEJ U {Ck}kEK, where Ri is an ni-ary relation symbol, fj an mj-ary function symbol and each Ck a constant symbol, we can define the space XL of countably infinite models of L with universe co as follows: XL for an Lc,,c,-sentence a (Lopez-Escobar; see, for example, [Va] ).
We will often use standard results about the Scott analysis of a structure, Scott sentences, and Scott heights, for which the reader can consult for example [Ba] . We summarize the basic concepts and facts below.
Let Af = (M, ... ) be a structure for a language L. We will assume this lemma and give its proof later. To simplify notation, we will also drop the parameter z for the rest of the proof.
So let us assume (II) fails and proceed to prove (I). Since E0 SC EG, clearly E0 SC EG AY; thus EG Ax is smooth. In fact, because of (ii) (a) and Theorem 1. Clearly P is invariant under this action. So by a result of Solovay (see, e.g., 34.6 in [Ke] ) there is a HI -rank A: P -co, which is also invariant under this action and, moreover, (i) there is a H1 -measurable function g : AY x S (G) -> 2W with domain P such that for (x, Gx) E P we have g(x, Gx) E WO and g(x, Gx) = (x, Gx), and (ii) the set Pi = {(x, Gx) E P : p(x, G,) < 4} is uniformly Al in any code It is easy to check that it is El, so v-measurable. By the usual Fubini argument (see, e.g., 17.14 in [Ke] ) it follows that U. Y. has v-measure 0, a contradiction. The same argument shows that one cannot have both (I) and (II)', so this shows the equivalence of (II) and (II)', and the proof is complete.
-A Let us point out that the preceding proof also shows the following fact, which provides another equivalent of (I) in Theorem 2.1. In order to state it in a succinct form, we will introduce the following terminology:
Let G be a Polish group, X a standard Borel spae, and (g, -A Consider now the special case of the logic action. Let L be a countable language and a an L,,1 , sentence. We call a Ulm-classifiable if alternative (I) of 2.1 (or 2.2) holds for -JMod(a), i.e., the countable infinite models of a can be classified up to isomorphism by Ulm-type invariants, i.e., to each x E Mod(a) we can assign in a reasonably definable way an invariant which is essentially a countable length transfinite sequence of zeros and ones. Call a concretely classifiable if -Mod(a) is Borel and smooth, i.e., models of a can be classified up to isomorphism by invariants, computed again in a reasonably definable way, which are essentially infinite sequences of zeros and ones (or equivalently members of some Polish space).
For convenience, for each < <a) let C, be an LC!,C! sentence whose countable models are exactly the countable L-structures of Scott height 4. Then we have the following equivalences, of which (iii) and (iv) give a purely model-theoretic way of expressing Ulm-classifiability. Note also that the equivalence of (iii) and ( Finally we will prove a stronger version of 2.2 in the case when G is abelian. (An effective version, as in 2.1, can be also formulated, but we will leave it to the reader.) THEOREM 2.5. Let G be an abelian Polish group and (g, x) I g x a Borel action of G on a standard Borel space X with associated equivalence relation EG. Then exactly one of the following holds:
(I) There is a C-measurable map U: X -* 2W such that XEGY X U(X) = U(Y).
(II) E0 CC EG PROOF. By the results in [BK] we can assume that X is Polish and the action is continuous.
For x E X let G. = {g : g x = x} be the stabilizer of x. We will describe an "inductive analysis" of the stabilizer of x which can be viewed as a (somewhat loose) analog of the Scott analysis of a countable structure. This analysis works even if G is nonabelian, but commutativity is needed to establish a key invariance property. We do not give the proof of this theorem. However, it follows easily from 2.8, basic facts about determinacy as found in [Mo] , and the methods of [St] or the proof of 4.5 in [Ha] .
?3. Embedding E0 in analytic equivalence relations. We prove here some results that are needed in the next section. Since they appear to be of independent interest, it seems best to present them separately.
The following fact, whose proof is related to that of the Effros theorem [Efl], was noticed in [BK, 3.4.5]: Let X be a perfect Polish space and G a group acting by homeomorphisms on X with associated equivalence relation EG. If there is a dense orbit and EG is meager (in X2), then E0 Cc G.
We note here a slight variation of this fact, for which we need the following concept.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a Polish space and E C F C X2, with E an equivalence relation. We write (So E Cc. E E C c (E, E).) We now have: THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a perfect Polish space, and G a group acting by homeomorphisms on X with associated equivalence relation EG. Let EG C F C X2, and assume there is a dense orbit and F is meager. Then E0 Cc (EG, F).
The proof is identical to that of Theorem 3.4.5 in [BK] , so we omit it here. This has the following corollary COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a perfect Polish space, and G a group acting by homeomorphisms on X with associated equivalence relation EG. Let EG C F C X2, and assume there is a dense orbit and F is an equivalence relation with the Baire property such that F is not comeager. Then E0 Cc (EG,F). Now let E be an analytic equivalence relation on a Polish space X and E C F C X2, where F is a coanalytic relation. Burgess [Bu] showed that there is a Borel equivalence relation E* such that E C E* C F. We show here that if --Eo K E, then we can also ensure that -Eo c. E*. THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a El equivalence relation on a Polish space X and E C F C X2, where F is H1. If -'Eo Cc. E, then there is a smooth Borel equivalence relation E* such that E C E* C F.
PROOF. We will use the so-called second or strong reflection theorem (see [HMS] It is clear that D is hereditary, and it is easy to see that 1 is continuous upward in the second variable (using the fact that VnVX*x(x E CO) =* V xVn(x E Cn)). Finally, by the standard fact that Lj, HI are each closed under the V* quantifiers for Polish Y (see, e.g., 29.22 in [Ke] 
), it follows that 'D is Hl on 1 We claim now that O(E, E) holds. This is clear for (i)-(iv). For (v), assume an embedding f: 2' --X is a counterexample, towards a contradiction. Then there is a comeager GC Eo-invariant set G C 2' such that b, c E G & bEoc =* f (b)Ef (c).
(To see this, notice that there is a countable group of homeomorphisms of 2W inducing Eo, and thus every comeager set contains a Gd Eo-invariant set.) Put El = {(b,c) E f 2 : (b)Ef(c)}, so that EoIG C E' C G2 and, since nV*2 ( X2((b, c)[(f (b), f (c) ) E E], we have that E' is not comeager. It follows from 3.2 that E0 Z, (EoIG, El), say via g, i.e., g: 2w --G is an embedding and xEoy ?: g(x)Eog(y), -'xEoy ?: -'xE'y.
Let h = f o g. Then h: 2w
X is an embedding and xEoy 4 h(x)Eh(y), i.e., Eo C E, a contradiction. ,o (x,y) < ,}, for 4 < co,, so that (E(E)) is decreasing, each E(E) is Borel and E = nO<., E(4). Then, if -'Eo Cc E, the set {E,: E(E) is a smooth Borel equivalence relation} is closed unbounded in Col. PROOF. Since the intersection of a sequence of smooth Borel equivalence relations is smooth, it is enough to show that the above set is unbounded. So fix q < co,. Since E C E(j), by 3.3, there is a smooth Borel equivalence relation EOl) with E C E(1) C E(C). Then E-l) Coo E, so, by boundedness, , E(1) C {(x,y) ? E: (p(x,y) < rj} for some ijl > ij; thus E(1) D E(,q1). By repeating this argument, we can find a sequence ?1 < 11 < '2 < ... and a sequence Ei of smooth Borel equivalence relations such that
So by second reflection, there is a Borel E* D E such that O(E*, E*), so in particular E* 5 F, by (i), and E* is an equivalence relation, by (ii)-(iv

E(,q) D E(l) 2 E(q7) 2 E(2) 2 E(,,) 2
Let s = limn q1n. Then s > q1, and E(4) =n E(,71) = nE n n is a smooth Borel equivalence relation.
H ?4. El Equivalence relations with Borel classes.
For the more general case of arbitrary El equivalence relations it seems necessary to pass to a more complex type of reduction, namely AI = Ue AI (x) (in the language of set theory). Of course these include the C-measurable functions, and a Al function with domain and range a Polish space will be Al. We will consider in this section the case when all equivalence classes are Borel. The main result is 4.4, but before proving it we will need three useful lemmas. LEMMA 4. 
Let E be a El equivalence relation on X. Then {w E WO E(l2l) is a smooth equivalence relation} is 111, where E(Q) is as in 3.4 with (o a 1-rank on E, p: -E -4PROOF. Given w E WO, E(lw 1) is uniformly A|(w), and so, by 1.4 of [HKL], if E(Iwl)is smooth, then there is a Al (w) function f: X/ X-Atsuch that xEqjwj)y -} f (x) = f (y). Thus E(q w ) is a smooth equivalence relation if E(I w ) is an equivalence relation and Bf E A(w)Vx, y E X(xE(Ix w )y f (x) = f (y)), which is clearly
Finally, we verify (i). If (g1, g2) are M-generic for P x P above (p, p), then clearly-r(gl)E(,)x and r(g2)E(4)x, so r(g1)Ex and -C(g2)Ex; thus r(g1)Er(g2).
A relativized version of the preceding arguments gives as usual a result for general Polish spaces and El equivalence relation with Borel classes. THEOREM 4.5. Let E be a El equivalence relation on a Polish space X. Suppose every equivalence class is Borel. Then one of the following holds:
(I) There is a map U: X -+ 2'w such that xEy X U(x) = U(y) and U is Al in the codes (in the sense of 2.2).
(II) E0 Cc E. As in the proof of 2.1 we have that exactly one of (I), (II) holds assuming that every El set is measurable (e.g., if Hfi THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that Vx E X (x# exists). Let E be a S1 equivalence relation on X. Then exactly one of the following holds:
(I) There exists U: X -2<W1 such that U is Al, and Vx, y C Xi(xEy X U(x) U (y)).
(II) Eo 7c E. PROOF. We first prove that at least one of (I) and (II) must hold. Since E is El, we can find a recursive tree T such that E is the projection of Since each X; is countable, we obtain that it has Lebesgue measure zero. Now, recall first that we have El Lebesgue measurability by our assumption, and second that the induced prewellordering, x < y iffV < ci (y C X: X. x c X,), is A1. Thus, by the same Fubini argument used in 2.1, we obtain that U. X: has Lebesgue measure zero, and therefore that 2' is null; this is absurd. -In the case of E induced by the Borel action of a Polish group, it is still possible to give a counterexample along the lines of 6. 1, thus showing the use of transfinite ordinals to be necessary. One actually obtains a counterexample for the logic action. Before presenting the example, it will be helpful to recall some fundamental properties of Ulm invariants for torsion abelian groups. Let p be some fixed prime number. THEOREM 6.2. Let L be the language of groups, and let P C XL consist of the abelian p-groups. Then there is a Al function U: P --(c U {oo})<" such that:
(I) Vx,y E P(s1X ,? an X U(x) = U(y)). As we range over y, the requirement that ax = ay is only HO, and, more generally, for m, m' such that Mx k "im is a set of natural numbers" and My k "nm' is a set of natural numbers", the requirement that 
